EMILY DID NOT REALIZE THAT THERE IS NO PHILOSOPHICAL MEANING TO "THE SELFIE"
given her love of birds, emily would enjoy tweeting.

Emily Dickinson @Emily-Dickinson
Hiss! From the earth I heard a bird.
"@bluejayexecutivebird: It wasn't me."
"@robinings: Sorry! I was trying to get a date.
I need to stop tweeting."

Emily Dickinson @Emily-Dickinson
My friend must be a bird
"@bluejayexecutivebird: Count me in! btw, love your profile pic!"
"@robinings: me too!"

Emily Dickinson @Emily-Dickinson
How dare the robins sing!
"@robinings: tweet, tweet, tweet."

Emily Dickinson @Emily-Dickinson
The robin is the one!
"@robinings: why thanks, buddy."
A word is dead / when it is said, some say.

The Future never spoke, 
Nor will he, like the Dumb, 
Reveal by sign or syllable 
of his profound To-come...
MY FRIEND MUST BE A BIRD, 2014.
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What's on your mind?

EMILY DICKINSON

31st Jan 2014

There's been a death in the opposite house

Like · Comment · Promote · Share

Austin Dickinson, Vinnie Dickinson, and 2 others like this.

EMILY DICKINSON

31st Dec 2014

My friend must be a bird.

Like · Comment · Promote · Share

Austin Dickinson, Vinnie Dickinson and Bird like this.

Write a comment...

Because every recluse should have a Facebook page...